Stalin was looking over various designs for a monument to Pushkin. The first design was Pushkin reading Byron.

—It's historically correct but politically incorrect: where is the general line?

The second design was Pushkin reading Stalin.

—It's politically correct but historically incorrect: in Pushkin's time Stalin hadn't yet written any books.

The third design turned out historically and politically correct: Stalin reading Pushkin. . . .

While the Stalinist state never actually considered erecting the statue of A. S. Pushkin described in the epigraph during the centenary of the poet's death, the rededication of Opekushin's famous 1880 monument to the poet in the center of Moscow on February 10, 1937 was only slightly less cynical. Superimposed over its original cautious inscription were lines Pushkin wrote a year before his death: "Rumor of my fame will sweep across great Rus' / And my name will resound in every language that they speak / By the proud
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grandson of the Slavs, the Finn, the still savage / Tunguz, and the friend of
the steppe — the Kalmyk.”2 It seems quite paradoxical that the nineteenth-
century colonial vision of the Romanov empire expressed here by Pushkin —
of an imperial expanse of western Finns, southern nomads and small peoples
of the north united culturally by the Russian people — could ever be consid-
ered compatible with Soviet Marxist internationalism. Nevertheless, these
lines from Pushkin’s “Monument” were ubiquitous during the centennial, be-
coming an official mantra of sorts during the late 1930s.

Although little has been written that might resolve this particular paradox,
there is a growing corpus of material dealing with the 1937 Pushkin com-
memoration. Perhaps unsurprisingly, most traditional accounts skirt the
Pushkin politics of 1937 to focus tightly on the era’s scholarly achieve-
ments.3 Recent discussions have more directly addressed the state’s manipula-
tion of the Pushkin canon,4 authorities from Katerina Clark to Stephanie
Sandler noting that Pushkin was even styled as, anticipating Socialist Real-
ism5 and the revolutionary mores of Soviet society.6 Detailing how the com-
memoration reflected preceding cultural forms, commentators including Mar-
cus Levitt have looked back to Pushkin celebrations under the old regime.7
Others have called attention to the poet’s increasing prominence in the post-
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